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Spinning wheels. . .
Pot throwing was the feature at Brown Bag Seminar in front of 
Rudder Tower recently. Cisco Botello, senior, demonstrates 
to Linnie Riggs, left, the proper method of smoothing the 
inside of a handmade pot. Students were asked to try their luck 
and skill at the pottery wheel.
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United Press International
lOUSTON — Britain’s Prince 
hades "flew’ two approaches in a 
Ice Shuttle simulator, earning 
lise as a quick learner. Then he 
|ved crowds, surprising at least 

young couple, at a department 
Monday.

astronaut Fred Haise guided 
irles through one simulation, 

jeh gives Johnson Space Center 
pees the sensation of flying the 
ittle. Then the prince flew two 
his own.
fliey told him he’d done it bet- 
than anyone the first time, 

secretary John Dauth said af- 
rard. He was tremendously ex

ile was very pleased that he’d 
ie it right and done it well.”
Hes a flier, so I assume he 
ild like very much to be an as- 
laut. Who wouldn’t?” said diree- 
Chris Kraft, who along with as- 

naut John Young escorted the 
[year-old prince through the cen-

Saks Fifth Avenue, a British- 
!ed department store, several 

)uj?nd persons, most of them 
dle-aged or older women, 

ped rains and waited for hours to 
alt'Per^aPs a touch, of

0oh. There he comes!” squealed 
Ooh, echoed dozens.

■ett hand stuffed in the jacket 
■ et of a conservative gray suit, 

prince smiled and waved his 
hand as the crowd broke into 

Then he began a three-

floor tour, stopping to shake hands 
and chat along the way.

Tom and Jeane Andrus, tourists 
from Raleigh, N.C., were among 
those pleasantly surprised.

"He asked if I was going to take 
her to the intimate apparel depart
ment,” laughed Andrus, appearing 
stunned after the prince stopped to 
talk to him. “I told him that’s next.”

Betty Whitehead, an English na
tive who has lived in Beaumont, 
Tex., for 22 years, danced a jig after 
getting a royal handshake.

United Press International

AMARILLO, Tex — W.T. 
Rufner, a man named time and 
again by defense attorneys for T. 
Cullen Davis as a possible suspect in 
the murder trial, Monday con
fronted Richard “Racehorse” 
Haynes outside the courtroom and 
said he was tired of being “a whip
ping boy for the defense.”

Rufner confronted Haynes in a 
hallway as the defense lawyer de
parted the courtroom and presented 
him with a T-shirt with Rufner’s 
nude likeness imprinted on the 
front.

On the shirt, Rufner’s genital area 
was covered by a red stocking.

Haynes stepped back as Rufner 
shoved the sack holding the T-shirt 
in his direction. Then Haynes 
pushed the T-shirt away when 
Rufner unfolded it and held it 
against Haynes’ chest.

“Is this some prosecution gim
mick?” Haynes asked.

“It’s no gimmick at all, Mr. 
Haynes,’’ Rufner said. “I didn’t 
know you were going to be so of
fended.”

“You left your girlfriend out,” 
Haynes said in reference to the orig
inal picture in which Rufner had 
posed with a clad Priscilla Davis, 
the defendant’s estranged wife and 
chief accuser.

“Mr. Haynes is making a lot of 
assumptions as far as girlfriends,” 
Rufner said as Haynes and his wife 
stepped into an elevator. “Mr. 
Haynes is not man enough to back 
up what he says.”

Asked if he considered himself a 
“whipping boy for the defense,’’ 
Rufner replied: “You’re damn 
right.”

Rufner also said someone tried to 
kill him last January when an au
tomobile rammed his car at a Fort 
Worth intersection.

“There were no witnesses. There 
was no one there at the time,” 
Rufner said. “It was not an accident. 
I’m not accusing anyone of doing 
this.”

Rufner said Haynes “brought 
drugs, whiskey and sex” into the 
case.

“What does that have to do with 
this case, with a 12-year-old girl 
being killed, let alone another 
man?” Rufner asked.

Testimony concluded Monday 
with Frank Shiller, the director of 
the Fort Worth police crime lab . 
He tested and examined evidence 
including bloodstains, bullets and 
fingerprints found at the Davis man
sion and submitted by homicide in
vestigators.

Haynes, in more than a week of 
cross-examination of the chemist, 
disputed the quality and thorough
ness of the tests and their results. 
He also described Shiller as a partial

witness for the prosecution and said 
the witness declined to disclose test 
results to him even though there 
was no prohibition against such dis
closures.

Prosecutors, however, said the 
key to the case would be whether 
the jury believes eye witnesses to 
the shootings, including Mrs. 
Davis.

“It’s just going to be a situation of 
whether or not the jury believes the 
physical facts corroborate her story 
and how much weight they give her 
life-style and credibility,” Tarrant 
County prosecutor Joe Shannon Jr. 
said in a weekend interview.

The story told during 13 days of

sometimes uncertain, sometimes 
gushing testimony by Priscilla 
Davis, 36, placed her husband at 
the secluded hilltop home where 
her lover, Stan Farr, 31, and her 
daughter, Andrea Wilborn, 12, 
were shot and killed.

Haynes conducted exhaustive 
cross-examination of 21 prosecution 
witnesses and from Mrs. Davis he 
secured a reluctant admission that 
she probably is addicted to a pain
killing, morphine-like drug and that 
she entertained a succession of live- 
in boyfriends at her mansion after 
separating from Davis in 1974, in
cluding one later convicted of narco
tics possession.

Embrey’s Jewelry
We Specialize In 

Aggie Rings.
Diamonds Set —

Sizing —
Reoxidizing —

All types watch/jewelry 
Repair

Aggie Charge Accounts 
9-5:30 846-5816
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CamPus
Interviews

for
Tl Equipment Group

Match your degree to our multitude of openings.
(U.S. Citizenship required)

-----------------------------------------Degrees-----------------------------------------
Electrical Engineering- 
Mechanical Engineering

Industrial Engineering 
Manufacturing Technology

-------------Openings-----------

Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)

Engineering/Computer
Software/Hardware
Radar Design 
Antenna Design 
Guidance Control Systems 
Infrared Technology 
Microwave Development 
Analog/Digital Design 
PWB Engineering- 
Product Support Engineering 
Quality and

Reliability Assurance 
Process Engineering- 
Human Factors Engineering 
Signal Processing 
Acoustic Systems 
Logic Design

Digital & Logic Circuits 
Stabilization Systems 
Environmental Systems 
Environmental Design 
Airborne Computers 
Cryogenics-Heat Transfer 
Navigation Systems 
Computer-Aided Design 

& Manufacturing 
Distributed Computer 

System Design 
Minicomputer Operating 

Systems
Engineering Applications 
• Assembly, Pascal, PL-1 
Fortran on Minicomputer 

& IBM 370

Systems Analysis 
Display Systems 
Manufacturing 
Project-oriented

Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating 

Manufacturing 
Schedule Commitments

• Cost-Control/Budget 
Development

• Use of Real-Time 
Computer Systems

Manufacturing Supervision 
Assembly Methods 
Fab Methods 
Tool Design 
NC Programming
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George Ann Hoke, Judy Fondy, 
Kathy Grimes, Vickie Matthews, 

Judy McCann.

(not pictured: Jane Kroll)

PROFESSIONAL
HAIR

DESIGN

1510 Holleman 
College Station

693-1772

SEBRING

Live in Dallas.
The Southwest’s largest and liveliest metropolitan area.

Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is famous for — 
yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the urban U.S. average. And 
there’s no state income tax. The country’s 8th largest city has year-round sunshine plus lots of 
lakes and facilities to enjoy it. The area has 34 colleges, 102 major medical facilities, and a 
wealth of major media and entertainment.

Interviewing on Campus 
November 1 & 2

If unable to interview at this time, send resume to: Martha Marshall/Texas Instruments/ 
P. O. Box 6015, M.S. 222 / Dallas, Texas 75222.

Texas Instruments
I NCORPORATED

An equal opportunity employer M/F

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Texas Instruments

Calculator Headquarters
For all Tl calculators from 

the TI-59 ..
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Totally magnetic card 
programmable.

.. to the TI-57
Programmable with up to 
50 program steps. Or up to 
8 memories. Stat functions 
(mean, variances standard 
deviation.)
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• ■ > to the 
Tl Business 
Analyst .. .
Computes annuities, 
Compound interest, 
°ans & amortization.

... to the TI-30
Basic calculator for fresh
man chemistry, physics 
math.
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Brown Bag
Record Sale!

Rock
Jazz
Classical
Popular

$149
up

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
409 UNIVERSITY DRIVE ti‘At the North Gate 846-4818

TEXT BOOKS 
CALCULATORS 

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
AGGIE

GIFTS & 
SOUVENIRS


